ARCHOS Hello Connect: one single app to voice-control the entire smart home

Paris – Monday, June 25th, 2018 – ARCHOS, the French pioneer of consumer electronics, today announces a partnership with Tuya Smart, the global AI/IoT platform forerunner, and unveils ARCHOS Hello Connect. It offers consumers with the opportunity to convert their traditional homes to a smarter living, where everyday connected objects can be managed, from one single app, all simply by just asking.

Tuya Smart has built-up a comprehensive ecosystem of +10 000 manufacturers of connected devices, that embed its module, 100% agnostic product-wise.

ARCHOS has developed Hello Connect, an app that gathers any everyday connected object in one single place. The user simply adds, sets up the connected devices, and creates smart routines to easily manage lights, plugs, HVAC systems, security cameras, and more.

Fully compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant, ARCHOS Hello Connect also allows to voice-control the smart home.

In addition, by the end of 2018, ARCHOS will introduce a comprehensive line-up of connected objects to fuel its own ecosystem around ARCHOS Hello and ARCHOS Mate, its AI-enabled devices that offer a superior level of innovation by adding the image to the voice.

The ARCHOS Smart WiFi Bulb will be the first connected object made available, right at ARCHOS Hello’s launch time, priced at €19.99.

About ARCHOS
ARCHOS, a pioneer in consumer electronics, continues to innovate and revolutionize the consumer electronics market. Among others, the French manufacturer was first with an HDD MP3 player in 2000, a multimedia player in 2003, Google Android powered tablets in 2009, a connected Smart Home in 2014 and PicoWAN, the first collaborative network dedicated to the IoT, in 2016. Today, ARCHOS designs and democratizes solutions with high innovation value: tablets and smartphones, home and IoT, urban mobility and security of blockchains. With headquarters in France, offices in Europe and in Asia, ARCHOS has become a strong pan-European player. ARCHOS is quoted on Compartment C of Eurolist, Euronext Paris, ISIN Code: FR0000182479.
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